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32 lovely people represented Millennium family at the NAGM  2016 – Rang De Basanti  



Finally the day arrives 



On duty   

Apart from Sq Leg Tushar Agarwal 
being one of the co convener for 
the event, tabler from 149 
meticulously completed the task 
assigned to them 

 
• Airport Pickup  
• Registration Desk 
• Bar Control 
• Hotel Check in  
 
 



Bikers & Babes 
Millennium Family along with hundreds of Tablers 
and Circlers all across Globe joined in for the first 
mega fellowship of NAGM – Glamorama.   
 
The night was full of fashion, friendship and lots of 
fun. 
 
The Metallica look of Millennium family was Mind 
blowing 



A wicked wild and crazy night with King of Music Mika Singh and Queen of hearts the ravishing beautiful Ameesha 
Patel set the stage on fire with their sizzling performances. The entire tabling family present at the venue was 
mesmerized. The Music, Masti and Mazaa was at extreme. 

Tablers & Circlers of 149 & 89 
wore an illuminating locket 
which made them look 
Blinger 



Pin Jacket Handover - Mission Chennai Accomplished   

At the NAGM floor along with 
National Headboard Team 149 
handed over the winners of the Pin 
Jacket Auction Tr. Nitin Agarwal & Tr. 
Shwet Agarwal the Jackets and the 
freebies  

LMF Tr. Sumit Khurana who was 
the mastermind behind this 
auction, presented the Jackets  
and brief the floor about the 
entire fund raising project done 
by DMRT 149 



2QT  2B   STR8 

The vibrant Pink hat made an 
impressive mark of DMRT 149. 
The guys were really enthusiastic 
about the theme and chairman 
LMF Tr. Pankaj Choudhary took lot 
effort with accessories to make 
sure the boys stand out and look 
cute.  



The finally comes the formal Night of NAGM, 
Sq leg Cr. Ekta Rai did splendid job at stage as 
an anchor.  
 
Once again in line with the dress code theme 
tablers wore well cordinated safa. The event 
full night was no less then a wedding function 
as the 3 days festivities was at its best.  



Com Best Secretary  

LMF Tr. Anuj Kakar 

Corpus of  The Trust 

LMF Tr. Rajiv Daga 



Twinning with RT Netherland 149 

Tr. Stefan Stolk & Tr. Wouter from 
RT Netherland came for RTI 
NAGM and were in constant  
connect with RT 149 team for 
hospitality and welcome. There 
were flag exchange, Pin exchange 
and lot of fun masti.  



Appreciation Note by – HT Mohit Arya 

However, I would like to focus on one specific aspect of this event. I have never seen an AGM plagued with such 
misfortune as this one. To be informed on the evening before the start of the AGM, that your original venues are no 
longer available, would have taken the wind out of many a sail. Having been a part of the core group of DKT, I can well 
understand the many months of burning the midnight oil discussing the smallest of details with regard to the venues - 
from the lighting, to decor, to stage setups, security, transport & logistics etc. everything is minutely detailed. And to 
have to face the ignominy of failure on the biggest stage of RTI, could have shaken the stoutest of hearts. But in spite of 
this, to take up the Herculean task of identifying and arranging a new venue within a day (a task that otherwise takes 
months of planning), and to do it successfully takes guts and courage. But then to be hit by the 2nd visit of lady badluck, 
when the music and performances were shut down by 12, and to face the barrage of questions, insults and criticism for 
circumstances far beyond your control could well have resulted in the entire event getting completely derailed. It would 
have been easy at that point to throw in the towel. You could have lost your patience and traded insult for insult. You 
could have just given up and let the event meander to a meaningless end.  

 

But you guys handled the situation with amazing calm, grace and patience. You were down but not out. You got back up 
and fought like true Spartan soldiers. And it is this exemplary  courage, leadership and fortitude shown by the team in 
handling the situation brilliantly, in taking it on the chin and fighting on, that is the true legacy of Rang De Basanti. Years 
from now as memories begin to fade, people may not remember the decor or the food or the performances. But they 
will remember that a bunch of Spartans, with their backs to the wall and facing incredible odds, fought like true 
champions and came away victorious. Doc, Chirag, Anjum, Tushar, TK, Ashish, TB, Aastha, and everyone else who was a 
part of Team - RDB Take a bow. You truly, truly deserve it.  

 

Team Rang De Basanti – 
 
I am not going to say that this was the best NAGM ever or compare it to AGMs that came 
before this. Nor am I going to dwell on the grandeur of the events, the decor, the food, the 
arrangements etc (all par excellence by the way), for 2 reasons. Firstly, I believe that every 
such mega event deserves its own place in history and in the hearts of everyone who was 
involved and participated. And secondly, there would already be enough messages that focus 
on the look, feel and experience of the AGM without adding one more.  



Appreciation Note by – Mentor Tushar Agarwal 

Feeling totally relaxed and relieved after the sleepless NAGM nights, so writing this 
slightly long message, but please do read.... 
Doing this NAGM was quite challenging, primarily because, for the first time Aastha and I 
were doing something out of our comfort zone of 149-89.  Good show 149-89 at RDB. You 
were there not only in good strength but even stood out as a group of young energetic 
and vibrant Tablers. Thank you everyone for stepping forward and being there.  

 Thank you Panky for the accessories that made us all stand out. The pink hats, safa and the 149 89 lockets were 
absolutely cool. They really made a strong impact👏 

 Thank you Salil for being there at registrations full time on both the days. And you were also always the last man 
standing with me at registrations desk when everyone else had left. Also, thank you Kunal for helping us there. 

 Thank you Sumit and Ankur for helping with Transport and receiving guests at Airport. 
 Thank you GG for helping out with a tedious hotel checkin process for 250 odd rooms and ensuring all rooms that 

needed extra beds got one. 
 Ekta, you were simply brilliant as the emcee for the formal night. I knew I could completely bank on you when I 

asked you to do it just 2 days before the event. 
 Yogi like always was doing what he is best at... Controlling the bar. Yogi you are a pro at it. The moment you stepped 

in, we could forget about any worries at the bar. 
 I sincerely appreciate Somya's gesture for a noble cause. She has made all of us really proud and put the Millennium 

family right on top. 
 On a lighter note. Priyanka DD was quite a revelation with her new found passion for collecting pins. You have aptly 

earned yourself the title of PinQueen of 89. 
 And Thank you Mrs. Gupta for accepting our request and allowing Vishal to attend NAGM . Jokes apart, Vishal did 

not need any forcing or cajoling, one small private whatsapp message and there he was 
 Truly truly happy with DM, Rajiv, Vishal, Ankur and Panky for actually sitting through and attending the NAGM 

sessions  
 Full Respect for 149-89! 



Area 5 Chairman Ritesh Bansal 

Yo Spartans !!!!  
  
You all have made me so so proud 
 
Every single tabler of area 5 has contributed towards the success of this 
Nagm . If we had not got 50000 sponsorship from each table of area 5 
the event of this magnitude was not possible at all and this 50000 cud 
only come by the consensus of the floor of respective tables . Hence 
thank each tabler of area 5 from the bottom of my heart for supporting 
me and team RDB.  

Special thanks to following tablers for coming forward and contributing generously towards this NAGM apart from 50000 
.Tarang and Drt 5, Rishabh 216 , Gaurav deep Singh 51, Mahesh Mahajan 216,  Brt 257 as a unit  & Lalit Jalan. 
Team RDB .... What to say about u guys ... Have no words to express my gratitude for the commitment and passion u 
have shown for this Nagm . The attitude u all have shown despite being cornered by the unforeseen and unavoidable 
circumstances is truly truly a Spartan character . 300 Spartans had fought with half a million Persians and here 20 
Spartans of area 5 fought with courage and determination to give 1000 tablers a rocking time .  Each and every member 
of Nagm team gave his best to deliver the best .  
Thank u so much my Spartans  Anjum, Chirag , Ashish, Tarun, Tarang, Prashant , Godfather, Sumit (5) and one and only 
unique character of area 5.... Our Jija ...( unique because his abilities and commitment is unmatchable ) ....   This bunch 
of Spartans had been the rock solid pillars of this Nagm. They have given their day and nights to make this event a a 
grand one and giving us the time of our lives .  
Nagm conveners .. Anjum and Chirag and Aastha . Pease take a bow for a meticulous planning and spearheading this 
event in a most efficient way 
@Anjum .... U r an army in yourself , @chirag ..... I hope u will not abuse me now the day u did when I took this decision   
 
Once again I sincerely thanks to RDB team. I owe a lot to u guys but I feel I can't reciprocate similarly ever in my life  
Love u ... My Spartans 



Happy Conveners 

Mentor Tushar Agarwal & Cr. Aastha Gupta who 
were the co conveners finally celebrated the success 
of the mega event and the party lasted till 8.30 AM. 

 

The extraordinary effort put in by them had made 
entire millennium family proud and indeed very 
proud. 

  

 

 

   



Report By : LMF Tr. Ankur Kapoor, Secretary  


